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Hecate or Hekate (/ Ëˆ h É› k É™ t iË• /; Ancient Greek: á¼™ÎºÎ¬Ï„Î·, HekÃ¡tÄ“) is a goddess in ancient Greek
religion and mythology, most often shown holding a pair of torches or a key and in later periods depicted in
triple form. She was variously associated with crossroads, entrance-ways, light, magic, witchcraft, knowledge
of herbs and poisonous plants, ghosts, necromancy, and sorcery.
Hecate - Wikipedia
CÃº Chulainn, also spelled CÃº Chulaind or CÃºchulainn ([kuË•ËˆxÊŠlË ÉªnÊ²] ( listen); Irish for "Culann's
Hound") and sometimes known in English as Cuhullin / k É™ Ëˆ h ÊŠ l Éª n /, is an Irish mythological hero
who appears in the stories of the Ulster Cycle, as well as in Scottish and Manx folklore. He is believed to be
an incarnation of the god Lugh, who is also his father.
CÃº Chulainn - Wikipedia
The primary purpose of the College of Inner Awareness, Metaphysical Studies and Spiritual Studies is to train
and educate prospective leaders for metaphysical ministries and schools through Distant-Learning or
On-campus Training.
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